Take 5

POLYGENIC RISK
SCORES
Everything you need to know, in 5 minutes flat.

________________________________________________________________________

What
is a
polygenic
risk score

Polygenic risk scores (PRS) aim to quantify the cumulative
effects of many different genes which affect susceptibility to a
disease or trait. They are made by comparing the genomes of
populations with and without the disease, the variants grouped with
the disease will be logged and the score for an individual is
calculated based on their variants in comparison with the population.
Polygenic risk scores do not determine how likely a person to
develop a disease is, but they are predictive of how likely you are to
develop it relative to the rest of the tested population.

________________________________________________________________________

How can
this be
useful?

Polygenic risk scores can be useful to determine high-risk
individuals and could be used to offer more screening opportunities.
They could be an affordable option to help to identify high risk
individuals and can be used as an alternative to genetic “family
history” when people do no have access to medical information
about their relatives.

_________________________________________________________________________

Which
diseases
have PRS
been most
used on?

Coronary
heart disease

Type 2
diabetes

Psychiatric
disorders incl.
Schizophrenia

Breast cancer

_____________________________________________________________

Why have PRS
not been
implemented
into clinical
practice?

They are not diagnostic
They present relative risk to a population and depend on ethnicity of
the study
It is not clear how useful they are for clinical use, and the predictive
power of using these studies is limited.
They can be biased

What's
new?

1. Polygenic risk score for thyroid cancer risk:
Thyroid cancers have a high degree of heritability compared to other
cancers. GWAS studies have identified at least 10 single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with thyroid cancer risk, this study
demonstrates that the ten low-penetrance variants have the potential to be
applied to improve individualised cancer risk assessment.
2. Polygenic risk scores outperform machine learning methods in
predicting coronary artery disease status
Coronary artery disease is the leading cause of mortality and has a high
heritability. This study found that PRS is to predict coronary artery disease is
superior to machine learning methods.
3. Predictive Accuracy of a Polygenic Risk Score–Enhanced Prediction
Model vs a Clinical Risk Score for Coronary Artery Disease
This study found that the addition for a PRS score for CAD to pooled cohort
equations improved the predictive accuracy or incident CAD and improved
risk stratification for only a small proportion of individuals, and the use of
genetic information over the pooled cohort model warrants further
investigation before clinical implementation.
4. Polygenetic Risk Scores for Major Psychiatric Disorders Among
Schizophrenia Patients, Their First-Degree Relatives, and Healthy
Participants
The genetic aetiology of schizophrenia overlaps with other psychiatric
disorders in Europeans. This study found that the polygenic risk factors
related to European schizophrenia can transethnically contribute to risk in
Japanese people.
5. Validity of polygenic risk scores: are we measuring what we think
we are?

This discussion of the validity of PRS of weighted sums of risk alleles
are measuring what we think they are in different scenarios, and
reminds us that alternative modelling strategies might better reflect
underlying biological pathways.
______________________________________________________________
Video from Illumina on what PRS are

Want to
read up?
Here are 5
resources:

Video supported by National Genome Research Institute on “What
your family history can’t tell you”:
Podcast from The Insight on Polygenic risk scores and diversity with
Dr Alicia Martin. You can listen to it here, or read about it here.
Here is a blog post from the CDC on how polygenic
risk scores in clinical practice can exacerbate health
disparities in ethnic and minority groups.
This webinar on how polygenic risk scores could be the
next step in individualising breast cancer risk assessment

